













??In this paper, we considered the way how to treat of economic policy, developing Uno’s idea found in his 
book The Types of Economic Policies Under Capitalism.?
??As the main purpose of The Types of Economic Policies Under Capitalism was to discuss the stage theory of 
capitalist development, it could not deal with generally observed phenomena like market failures.?For this rea-
son, we described those in a dimension of the principles of political economy, taking focus on aspects such as 
premises of purely capitalist society model, omitting factors when making of such a model, and difficulties facing 
purely capitalist society.
??Next, we reexamined Uno’s  stage theory of capitalist development.?Points which we discussed were 
development stage of capitalism after WWI, character of financial capital, imperialistic character, international 
economic order, emergence of newly developing countries, etc.?We reached conclusion that capitalism since 
WWI should still be seen as a stage of financial capital, but at the same time should be divided into three sub-
stages according to the nature of production techniques.     
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  16、17 世紀    19 世紀初   1870 年代  WWI 大恐慌 WWII    1980 年代  
Ⅰ.重商主義段階（16、17世紀～19世紀初）
II.自由主義段階（19世紀初～1870年代）
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